
Do you have a great idea that can make human civilization more 
 sustainable? And is your idea based on life science? If you can answer 
yes to both questions you will most likely need to patent your invention 
before you can commercialize it and make it available to everyone. 

Here’s the reason why: Moving a great idea from almost any field of life science into the 
real world requires a lot of testing, trials and production. This all costs money, in fact a lot 
of money. This money you can get by securing investments for example from venture 
capitalists or other professional investors. The investors will however require insurance that 
they can get a return on their investment – i.e. that they will be able to get their investment 
back (preferably several fold). The best insurance the investors can get is a patent, which 
both proves that the idea is new and inventive but also gives the owner of the patent the 
right to prevent all others from making and using the great idea described in the patent.

So how do you get a patent? Contact a patent attorney! It is actually that simple.  
A professional patent attorney, such as one of HØIBERG’s European Patent Attorneys, can 
help you with all the formal requirements of the World’s patent offices. We will draft and file 
the patent application for you and assist you all the way until the patent is granted – and 
also after that. Having a good patent, i.e. having Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) is the first 
step in moving your idea into the real world.

If you are employed at a university you can get financial and commercial assistance from 
the Technology Transfer Office at your university. Almost all universities have programs that 
assist the scientists and students realize the potential of the great ideas they get during 
their research. The Technology Transfer Office will often as one of the first steps contact 
a patent attorney, who will assess whether your idea indeed is a patentable invention 
and whether it is feasible to file a patent application. Depending on the potential of the 
 invention – and what you want to do with it – you (and the university) can either license off 
your invention and get royalties – or take the exciting step of starting a spin-out company.

Irina Borodina has taken the step from being a scientist at the Danish Technical University 
(DTU) to becoming Research Director of her own company, BioPhero. Irina is still a scientist 
at DTU - this goes to prove that life as an entrepreneur requires a lot of work and handling 
several issues at once. Biophero’s mission is to lead the global transition towards sustainable 
agriculture, where safe pheromone-based products become the primary method for pest 
control. Biophero’s products can replace the expensive and toxic pesticides currently being 
used around the globe. If BioPhero is successful – and so far they have been – production of 
ecological fruits, vegetables, and grains will be cheaper and more sustainable. 
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We have asked Irina where the great idea behind BioPhero came from and whether IPR 
played a role in the success of BioPhero:

Where did the idea behind BioPhero come from?  
“The idea behind BioPhero came from Dimitris Raptopoulos, the research and technology 
director of Novagrica, who asked if we at the Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Bio-
sustainability [at DTU] could produce insect pheromones using biotechnology. We could!”

Has it been your plan from the onset to work on sustainable projects?  
“Yes, sustainable biotechnologies are the key focus of the Center for Biosustainability, 
where the project had started.” 

Has IPR been a part of BioPhero’s business plan from the beginning?  
“IPR preceded  BioPhero’s foundation and without it there would be no company. In 
biotechnology business, a strong IP protection is a must.” BioPhero has described their 
groundbreaking technology in several patent applications, which ensures that nobody can 
copy their technology for the production of insect pheromones. The patents have been 
exclusively licenced from DTU to BioPhero. 

Has BioPhero’s IPR been an aid in developing the company?  
“IPR has been absolutely essential for raising the investment and for establishing a position 
as a future pheromone supplier with the business partners.” For the record: BioPhero has 
successfully raised DKK 22 million from investors and on top is party to the EU OLEFINE 
project to which the EU has given a grant of Euro 5.4 million (www.olefine.eu).

Not only has Irina’s hard work resulted in the establishment of a successful bio-business, her 
contribution to entrepreneurship in general has been recognized by the EU: In May 2019 
Irina was one of three winners of the 2019 EU Prize for Women Innovators – a spectacular 
accomplishment!

Sustainable innovation is essential. We need great ideas to solve the problems the World  
is facing today with climate change and diminishing resources. At HØIBERG, we help inven-
tors realize the potential of their inventions and there is nothing better than seeing a great 
idea become reality. We asked Irina, what she would recommend to life science students, 
who wish to make sustainable innovation? Irina says: “Find a challenge and solve it!” 

Just remember, if you solve your challenge, please do patent it!


